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In marketing, the first step of any campaign or

brand development is to understand the

customers' needs and preferences. When job

searching and creating your "offer" or in other

words your resume and application, you need to

do exactly the same and first aim to understand

what are the employers' needs and requirements

for the roles you are applying for. 

Most job hunters will eventually do some form of

customisation of their resume when they are

applying for a specific job but few use this

strategy earlier on in the process at the time of

developing their brand - and yet this is where you

will find the most insights to position yourself!

I N T R O D U C T I O N
JOB DESCRIPTIONS ARE A
KEY SOURCE OF
INFORMATION TO
UNDERSTAND EMPLOYERS'
NEEDS & PREFERENCES

THE JOB
DESCRIPTION
IS A KEY TOOL
FOR A SOLID
BRANDING

technique enables you to better understand the

role(s) you are targeting across a number of job

postings and hence to develop a branding and

resume which will be on target and specific in

their positioning while also providing you with a

solid base resume which over time will require

less and less customisation if you do this exercise

well. 

If you are also targeting various types of roles, this

exercise will enable you to develop one base

resume - something that is essential in today's

market because your CV needs to be aligned to

your LinkedIn profile and positioning as recruiters

do cross-check your LinkedIn for consistency and

so it is no longer possible to wear multiple hats!

Keep reading, I'll show you in more details how to

do this! 

There is also an important benefit to starting your

branding exercise with an in-depth job

description deconstruction and analysis: this 
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The job descriptions do not need to be currently opened

and they can be in a totally different location, expired, etc.

as we are only using them for reference

Limit yourself to 3 target roles as the exercise will other

wise become too complex

STEP 1: Collecting Job Descriptions

Your first step will be to collect 1-3 job descriptions that

reflect your ideal job. At this stage, you will need variations of

the same type of role. If you are targeting more than one role,

we will also incorporate this into the analysis but at a later

stage.

Expert Tip:

Whenever you are dealing with job descriptions that are

posted online, make sure you copy the job description into a

Word document and save it. Some platforms may also offer

you the possibility to make a PDF or the PDF option is

generally available when you select to print. 

This is very important as you will often need to go back to the

job description, namely if you get invited for a job interview,

the job description will be a key tool for your preparation! 

If we are working together on your branding, I will also ask

you to send me the job description details in Word format as

this makes the deconstruction and annotations much easier!

J O B  D E S C R I P T I O N  A N A L Y S I S
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Step 1:Analysing the job description
HOW TO READ JOB DESCRIPTIONS AT A HIGH LEVEL TO INFORM YOUR
BRANDING & POSITIONING
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Do a first thorough reading of the job description and try to

reflect on the following: 

What are the key challenges or objectives of the role

(e.g. does the description mention a new company

strategy or challenge that the role will be responsible for

achieving or supporting?) 

What are the main goals or key responsibilities of the

role? 

What skills, knowledge and experience are needed to

succeed in this role? 

STEP 2: In-depth reading of the Job Description

As a next step, you will do a deep dive into the job descriptions.

Most people only read through the job descriptions very

quickly and therefore miss out on the opportunity to really get

proper insights for their branding. This may sound like a nitty

gritty exercise but bear with me - you will see the benefits of it!

In addition, once you have done this exercise a few times while

you develop your branding, you will get a hang of it and be able

to do the same much faster when you get to the stage of doing

this to customise your application. 

So here are the next steps:

Here, it's important to note that the answers to the questions

above and especially on the "requirements" is not in the

“requirement” section even though that sounds like the obvious

answer but it is not. In fact, this section is generally the least

important one as it lists only the high level requirements such

as the number of years of experience, languages, etc. What you

want to do here is really to immerse yourself and get a deeper

understanding of the mission, responsibilities and challenges of

the role and the skills needed to succeed.

J O B  D E S C R I P T I O N  A N A L Y S I S
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Step 1:Analysing the job description (Cont'd)
HOW TO READ JOB DESCRIPTIONS AT A HIGH LEVEL TO INFORM YOUR
BRANDING & POSITIONING
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Do this first for one job at the time and keep your rework

for each role separate for the time being. 

Make sure you read through the whole description as the

introduction to the role is often a section which provides

a lot of insight on the mission and goals. 

Once you have finished going through the job

descriotion and reorganising the different lines. Have a

look at each section and reorder them according to 

the general importance given in the job description

(through the context) 

the number of items under each section

STEP 3: Deconstructing the Job Descriptions

As you read through the job description a second time, copy-

paste the various lines and group them together around

similar topics. For example, all the objectives, responsibilities,

skills and requirements related to project management are

clubbed together under "Project Management". 

This will help you get a high-level view of the key

requirements and their order of priority - even for the longest

and most detailed job descriptions. At the end, you will be

able to clearly see what is most important for a given role

based on the emphasis put on the respective skills. For each

skill or section, you will also have a variety of examples of

phrasing and wording that you can then recycle and play

around with to build your own job descriptions in your

resume.

J O B  D E S C R I P T I O N  A N A L Y S I S
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Step 1:Analysing the job description (Cont'd)
HOW TO READ JOB DESCRIPTIONS AT A HIGH LEVEL TO INFORM YOUR
BRANDING & POSITIONING
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STEP 4: Analysing across the job descriptions

As a last step, you will go across each of the job descriptions

and see which are the top 5-8 skills for each one and then

across the different jobs. If it's too difficult to get a feeling for the

ranking of the skills across the job descriptions, then simply

create a table where each column will be one job description

and list under each the top 8 skills in decreasing order of

importance. You can even colour code your categories to help

you visualise it. Once you have the final table in place, you will

clearly see what are the top important skills across the various

job and this will be the framework you will use to build your own

branding. Remember that this is not a quantitative exercise but

simply to help you understand and prioritise the job

requirements.

Once you have a good feel for the relative importance of the

various skills, compile everything into what I call your building

block master file. In the left column, list the top 5-8 skills across

the various jobs, starting with most important. In the right

column, paste all the lines you extracted across the various job

description that speak about this given skills or variations of this

skills. You will then have a clear prioritisation of the key

requirements along with a whole list of ideas of how you can

phrase and present the different skills, keywords that you can

then use as building blocks for your CV. 

If you are targeting various type of roles, you would have to do

this exercise for each role you are targeting (I recommend a

max. of 3 different roles). And then you'd see where there is

overlap between the different roles and articulate your

branding and positioning around the top skills across all roles.

This is very important for your LinkedIn profile as you cannot

adapt if for each role. In addition, this will allow you to build a

base summary which can be used for different types of roles. 

J O B  D E S C R I P T I O N  A N A L Y S I S
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Step 1:Analysing the job description (Cont'd)
HOW TO READ JOB DESCRIPTIONS AT A HIGH LEVEL TO INFORM YOUR
BRANDING & POSITIONING
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Positioning: it will be critical to ensure that you show that you

are qualified and bring knowledge and experience on all the

key requirements identified. This may seem trivial but I have

seen more than one well qualified candidate skip this part as

they took for granted that this was "obvious from their profile" -

but the ATS or softwares extracting data from your resume do

not do "obvious" very well - so you need to be explicit in

showing your qualifications both for the core responsibilities of

the role but also for the other requirements and / or goals

mentioned. For example, if you are in finance and are

interested in roles involved with integrating companies post

M&A, you will have to ensure that you qualify yourself on the

primary element of the role (e.g. the Financial aspects) and

then on the secondary aspects (e.g. the M&A and integrations)

Branding: in crowded and competitive markets it's not

sufficient to qualify as there will for sure be plenty of other

equally qualified candidates. This is where branding comes in

as your goal will be to differentiate yourself from other

candidates and demonstrate how your unique profile

(including, knowledge, past experience, technical and soft

skills as well as achievements) makes you the best fit for the

role. But to align your unique profile and show that you are the

best fit for the role, you need to understand the role and what

will be critical success factors. The listing built will enable you

to understand what is essential for the role and what will be

key to succeed and hence will be the starting point to develop

a solid and well targeted branding. Developing your branding

is a subject in and of itself but know that I offer plenty of tools

to help you do this.

Developing your brand & positioning

The job description analysis exercise is important as it allows you

to get an in-depth understanding of the job description while at

the same time you can "elevate" yourself" to see the big picture in

terms of goals and requirements - and use this to develop your

branding & positioning. 

J O B  D E S C R I P T I O N  A N A L Y S I S
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Step 2: Building your Positioning & Branding
USING YOUR FINDINGS TO DEVELOP A STRONG POSITIONING
BRANDING IN LINE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE ROLE
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Keywords: for each key requirement you identified you will

now have variety of keywords or variations of a given keyword

available in your master file - put those in bold in your master

file and make sure that you include as many of those as

possible in your CV (for the ATS). 

KPI or Key Performance Indicators: you will notice at times

that some measures are given for the performance or targets

for the various skills and goals. For example, if sales is an

important skill, the job description may mention that the

relevant metric is to acquire new clients, or to recover

accounts at risk, etc. Those metrics are important as they give

you suggestions and guidelines for how to present your own

achievements in your resume. Indeed, when you use similar

metrics or present your contribution and results in line with the

company goals - they you show your value with much more

impact. 

Build each job description focusing on presenting how you

developed the specific skills required for the job (aka your

combined list of the top 5-8 skills)

For each skills. look into your master file for inspiration. The file

you created will give you ideas of formulation, different

aspects or application of a given skill and the important

keywords that you should use

Ensure you spread the various elements and keywords across

your different job descriptions

Extracting information from the job description analysis

Two important elements should come out here which will be

highly useful in developing your base CV:

Incorporating the branding into your resume

Use the following steps as a checklist when rolling out the

information collected into your resume:

J O B  D E S C R I P T I O N  A N A L Y S I S
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Step 3: Building & Customising your Resume
HOW TO ROLL-OUT YOUR FINDINGS INTO YOUR RESUME



Hi, I'm Catherine!
I’m a certified NLP & RSCI coach, speaker, and author of

multiple online courses on job searching and career

management and I bring 17+ years of experience in senior

consulting roles in strategic planning & marketing. I've

been the go-to person for job searching and career advice

in my expat circles for over a decade before launching as a

career coach. My approach is focused on a strong

strategic marketing background, extensive experience

building and managing multi-disciplinary & multi-cultural

teams across the world, and special attention to mindset

issues that often stand in the way of reaching our goals.

I’m a visionary, a connecting networker, and a leader of

women empowerment. I pride myself on having a

good flair for marketing and personal branding and I love

adding a strategic spin to everything I touch, breaking

down complex career crossroads into practical and

actionable steps to help you get clarity and take concrete

action steps. I have a creative and innovative mind that

enables me to act as your sparring partner whether you

need solid strategies for your job search or your next

promotion, feel stuck in a career transition, or are

contemplating making the leap from corporate to

freelance.

It's both my passion and mission to provide you with the

strategies, tools, and confidence to build a professional

path that will give you satisfaction and fulfillment and allow

you to thrive without sacrificing what truly matters to you. 

If you'd like support to make your next career goal a reality

- let's talk! You can book a free discovery call HERE
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Join the tribe & connect:

Check out the website for more resources
WWW.CATHERINE-LEDUC.COM

http://bit.ly/discoverycall_calendar
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13568268
https://www.facebook.com/groups/careerinmotion/
https://twitter.com/Catherineleduc
https://nl.pinterest.com/catherineleduccoachingconsulti/
https://www.instagram.com/catherineleduccoaching/
http://www.catherine-leduc.com/

